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INTRODUCTION 

The idea of this book originally emerged from the conversation between two friends who were trying to ask each 

other the reason behind many people's complaints towards their lives, they curse everything  that happens 

contrary to their expectations and assume that it is the responsibility of other people to deal with their 

expectations forgetting that they are the ones responsible for their own lives, something that has been tormenting 

a lot of us and find ourselves frustrated and seeing life worthless because all we have been doing is driving people 

to our responsibilities while in reality it should be our responsibility. 

      Life is a totality of what happens every day, life is not life if it does not have what makes life meaningful, literally 

i mean that life is about challenges ,friends, environment, our origin, and many other things that you will 

encounter in this book. the fact is that there is no way we can avoid things from happening in our lives, but we 

can definitely determine how we are  going  to deal with them and make sure that we don't lose focus because of 

the circumstances that make up this life to be the way it is. That is why no one has got the power to decide where 

to be born ,who should be his/her relatives, in what tribe or community he/she should come from, but everyone 

has the power to decide what kind of a person he /she should be after being born, it's only the matter of self-

awareness. You must encounter challenges in your life unless if you decide to die but as long as you are alive 

challenges are tastes of life that no one can escape, which is why Christ said “in this world you will have trouble 

but be courageous.” These are the things that happens every day of our lives but what we are trying to see 

together in this book is that when all of these happens we have a great deal of responsibility to make sure that 

everything  has a good management from us. 

     You are the one who is responsible for making sure that everything is right in your life and i have the same 

responsibility too, so it doesn’t matter what life do to us but what we do for our lives matters.  The fact that I have 

written to you this book does not make me any how perfect, no I have a lot to work on daily, I still learn a lot and 

that is why I need you to learn in advance and add more knowledge to yourselves not because you need to be 

perfect no but because you need to be better than the person you were yesterday and have a society of people 

with brilliance and hope. 

      Therefore let’s learn together and move ahead improve whatever you will find this book has come for, for the 

sake of being better maybe there is one thing you wanted to understand more and this book has become of help 

in that matter, I will be very happy and more over if you won’t be only a reader but also a doer since a person who 

has an opportunity to go one step is the person who is willing to take an initiative whenever is needed. REMEMBER 

EVERYTHING WILL HAPPEN AS IT HAS BEEN PLANNED AND MANY THINGS IN LIFE WE WILL NOT HAVE POWER TO 

DECIDE  OVER THEM BUT WE WILL HAVE POWER TO CONTROLL THEM , SO IT'S YOU WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR 

EVERYTHING THAT MAKES UP THIS LIFE TO BE THE WAY IT IS.REMEMBER THERE IS A CHANCE THAT GOD GAVE US 

SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE WORLD, HE GAVE US THE CHANCE TO DOMINATE AND THAT IS OUR VERY 

IMPORTANT CHANCE IN THIS LIFE BECAUSE HE BELIEVED IN US IN THIS MATTER OF ADMINISTERING OUR OWN 

LIVES TOGETHER WITH EVERYTHING THAT HE HAS PUT IN US. 

IT’S YOU………. 
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